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Privacy is one of the defining issues our society 

faces. While there is no question that extensive 

monitoring of public spaces should be 

approached with scrutiny, it is certain that 

increased security cannot exist without an 

emphasis on vigilance. When it comes to our 

personal space, however, there is no debate – 

enhanced awareness makes for a home that is 

snug, cozy and safe.

OUR VISION

We want to look at surveillance in a different light, and remove the stigma attached to the concept. 

Spending our free time watching the footage unfold is about as enticing as watching the paint dry. And if 

we decide to trust a third party, is the intrusion of privacy worth it in the big picture? Instead, we want to 

present you with a timeline of activities, carefully picked by our algorithm, giving you a summary of 

relevant events – the ultimate risk-prevention tool. 

Here at Ambianic.ai, we have envisioned a highly personalized experience, leveraging the power of a 

modern, 100% Open Source Algorithm that nothing can hide from – and it hides nothing from you. Our 

cloud service has no hidden costs attached: use it or fork it, the decision is yours. And the product wears its 

DIY badge proudly; it’s a powerful, flexible tool that is easy to install, yet infinitely hackable below the 

surface.

Plug and Play Simple Hides Nothing from You DIY Friendly
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DATA PRIVACY

Current tech landscape is defined 

by lax approach to user 

information, with ease of use 

eclipsing the core consumer needs. 

Everything goes straight to the 

cloud, and it’s anyone’s guess how 

this highly personal information 

gets leveraged from there. 

To avoid this, Ambianic.ai has 

established a secure peer-to-peer 

protocol based upon cutting-edge 

WebRTC architecture. Your data is 

stored solely on the devices you 

own, and we offer end-to-end 

encryption to protect it.

Data privacy is the core tenet around which Ambianic.ai is built.

EASY TO USE

The idea behind the project was always to create a sophisticated, easy to use system serving as an Open 

Source alternative to intrusive products saturating the marketplace. Our Progressive Web App, Ambianic UI, 

seamlessly connects to a locally installed Ambianic Edge device. It takes user mobility into account, and 

can be accessed from anywhere, at any time. We encourage you to take a look at our 

 for more technical details. 

Our AI learns by offering you choices, and figuring out the priorities expressed through your feedback. 

Ambianic.ai targets the whitespace created between the unattended real time security and shift-based 

human monitoring. It does not make decisions; instead, it presents you with observations you can act 

upon.

Five Minute Quick Start Guide (https://docs.ambianic.ai/users/quickstart/)

SMART SOFTWARE SOLUTION

At its core, Ambianic.ai does not pass judgement; it detects the activities, 

but the attention it dedicates to each is created by you. The observed 

events could be positive – children at play, house pets frolicking around 

the perimeter – or less fortunate, such as careless packet delivery. It gives 

you visual proof you might use to act upon any unwanted developments; 

and its alerts can prevent crime, and keep your family safe from harm. 

Machine learning is a powerful concept precisely because we can infuse 

it with meaning: user input goes a long way in recognizing potential 

liabilities and preventing privacy intrusions before they have a chance to 

occur. Our goal is to provide you with comprehensive automation AI 

technology, a smart software solution for your home and business needs. 

To this end, we’d like nothing more than to count you among our early 

adopters. 

Sincerely, The Ambianic.ai Team
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